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PlJ.BLIC Vf.lliATHER PROGRAM IN A DOMINION PUBLIC WEATHER OFFICE 

R.A. Hornstein 

Th~t which 11m about to say during tho next fiftoen minutes 
is not likely to contain any new or startling or revolutionary ideas. 
Perhaps, therefore, it may fall far short of the target which was in 
mind when the re~uest was mado that I prepare a survoy, from the 
District Public Weather Office point of view, of tho public weather 
service which the Canadian Metoorological Division is providing, or 
should provide. to the citizens of this country. Nevertheless, it's 
not always necessary, or even desirable, to paint a new picture in 
broad, bold strokes; sometimes itls ~uite important simply to pause 
and to roview wha.t we have done ••• to look back and, from our accom
plishments and from our failures in tho past, to try to find signposts 
which Ilk'W point to a more fruitful road in the future. ~hat, then, is 
what I propose to do ••• to cast a contemplative eye backward upon the 
last six years to seo if we have been properly discharging our duties 
to tho taxpayers and, if not, to suggest how we might better fulfil our 
obligations. 

FORECAST SERVICES 

I believe that 11m substantially correct in saying that when 
a member of the Canadian public thinks of tho I~oteorologicnJ. Division 
or, more popularly, of tho weatherLIDn, the product of our endeavours 
which leaps immediately into his consciousness is the weather forecast 
•.• which he is l:lOre likely to call tho "weather report" or tho "probs" 
or, in 0. few isolated instances the "joko for today". In other words, 
neteorology and the weather forocast are considored to be synonoDous 
terms. Well, this is something like the caso of you and De strolling 
in bri~~t red shirts across a field and neeting a bull; you b10W end I 
know that the bull won't attack us, but does the bull know it? Yes, 
you know and I know that there is Duch, Duch nora to Doteorology tho.n 
a 25-word regional forecast, but Mr.Average Johnny Canuck doosn l t Imow 
it ••• o.nd itls up to us to set hiI:'". straight; 1111 cor.1C back to this 
point in 0. moment, but first let's consider briefly our forecast pro
gran since it bulks so largo in the popular mind. 

Back in 1946 we divided tho country into 75 iluand forecast 
regions and our territorial and offshoro waters into 31 Darine fore
cast areas. These subdivisions wero Dade Dare or less arbitro.rily 
in the light of such informntion as we hc~d at our disposal concerning 
narc or less discrete cliDc~tic or synoptic regimes. Most of thoso 
ad hoc boundaries proved to be highly satisfactory; sOrJO wore found 
to be unsuitablo ··and had to be rovised; perhaps thoro arc others 
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\'lhich today should be amended to permit us to provide more satisfactory 
service. Criticisms of regional limits are sometimes offered by mem
bers of the Canadian community at large; we should be on the alert to 
grasp \'lorth''lhile suggestions which might cause us to rearrange some of 
our forecast units into more climatically homogeneous entities. 

~Iherever possible, also, ",e chose names for our regions and 
areas \'lhich are self-explanatory. Ho\>,ever, this procedure ''laS not 
universally feasible and, accordingly, we run the risk that many folks 
don't 1010\" which regional forecas t applies to their communi ty. In an 
effort to overcome this potentially serious shortcoming, maps of the 
seven districts, each sho''I'ing the boundaries of the regions and areas 
within the district, were prepared. ~hese maps have gone through more 
than one printing and the current issue for most districts is both 
informative as to content and convenient as to format. But those maps 
are of no earthly use if they are allowed only to occupy shelf space 
in the Department's offices. They must be distributed to the Canadian 
public. ~here are several channels through which this distribution may 
be accomplished. They can be handed out to members of the audience 
when you present ' a weather talk to a club or a school group or any other 
organization. ~hey can be enclosed ,.,i th all lQnc£~cnd£z:,ce tut goel 
out from your office to residents of your district. They can be handed 
to all visitors to your office. ~hey can be given away at fairs and 
exhibitions and air shows and oven at permanent points of interest 
visited by the public, such as libraries, museums, historical sites, 
etc. They can be advertised over the radio in weather talks or farm 
broadcasts or in weather forecast broadcast periods. Perhaps it ,,,ould 
be worth while to have them delivered to every home in Canada by the 
mailman in the same manner as are mail order catalogues. The salient 
point is that you can't tell the players ,.,ithout a program and you don't 
know where the forecast regions and areas have their limits without a 
map, so we must get the maps into the hands of the citizens; otherwise 
welre bound to be unjustly criticised for forecasts which are correct 
but which the public doesn't 1010'" are correct becaus e they're using 
faulty terms of reference through the use of the wrong regional forecast. 

Assuming that everyone knows which forecast is applicable 
to his community, there still remains the problem of having our fore
casts properly understood. Again those maps just mentioned contain 
many helpful hints. In addition, each of us in the field has the 
responsibility for amplifying those hints and driving homo by every 
available educational medium the meaning of our restricted list of 
forecast terms. As you well know, and as has been said for many, 
many years, everyone talks about the '<[eather; the trouble is that so 
much nonsense is talked about it. ~lell, it's up to thoEbof ,us 
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in the profossion to get folks to talk nbout wO.'l.ther untters in a 
Duch nore intellig~nt Danner. Not,of courso, about absolute vorticity 
or lonG waves 1n the westerlios, although th[1.t DaY COLla ovont'Ul'.,lly, 
but about such overy day torDs as drizzle and Llist and ovorcast and 
blizzard. It1s a slow task, to bo sure, frequently a frustrating one, 
but novertheless unless \'10 take tho offensivo and try to help nore 
pooplo bocone properly versed in our terLlinolobY vlO ' ro nevor going to 
ovcrCODO the uninformod crt ticbm which makes us the butt of an over
abmldanco of vary unfunnY stec~ Jokes. The most discouraging situa
tien that I encounter is that of having had an unusually accuxnte 
forecast go out of our office only to have it considered incorrect 
because of misinterpretation. 

But ovon granted a completoly educated public, both as to 
bl0wledgo of our rogional boundarios and our forecast terminology, aro 
we eloine; a coraplete job when vIe issuo, for press and radio clistribution, 
our daily quatornion of forec[1.sts? There is no doubt in my j~1ind thnt 
the answor Dust be in the neg[1.tive. A simple review of developments in 
tho last few months in [1.S und~veloped a district, industry-wise, as tho 
Halifax district, boars eloquent tostimony to this contention. Those 
of you who aro intimately associated with a public woather forecnst 
offico are aware of the largo variety of organizations which requir~ a 
personalized service over and above the routine forecasts disseuinated 
th:coUGh pross and radio. These services are, in the uain, socureel toelay 
by t"l0 Groups. Thore 1 s tho one group fortuno.tely locateel where the 
weather office is locatecl ancl thus ablo to procuro the desired subsiel
iary inforDation through the r.lOeliun of a siuple local tolephone co,ll. 
There's the second group fortUl.1.c\tely mlrestrictod in the use of fmlds, 
such as ono of our cons~~ors, the Liuestone Arny Air ]nso in the state 
of Maine, which usos expensive lone; distance telephone facilities to 
secure our forecasts. But what about the ir.1portant group which falls 
into noither of these co.tegories? I.belleve that ,it's Up to US tOi 
find. thoD and. to offal' tholll. tor 6XllI.1ple, telegraphic service; tho 
cost to the subscribor for such service is not Great and within tho 
past two nonths wo have addocl three out-of-town industries to tho 
gTeup recoiving such service. One of those requires tenperature values 
for a period furthor into tho futuro than we nornally forecast and the 
other two are contont with telegraphic delivery of our routine forocasts 
onco elaily. 

Then, too, we nust be propared to oxporinent, to striko out 
along paths which, to us at least, are unexplored. For t''10 years now 
the Halifax Office has been co-operatinG with tho Fodoral Dopartnont 
of Agriculture EA~erinental Farn by providing outlooks for frou tl~eo 
to six days. Our nathods are crude but our results arc encouraging. 
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Most iuportant, we're providing a service which in the op~n~on of the 
subscriber is useful. This year we're prepared to join the C.B.O. 
Farn Broaelcast for the Mari tines in a new venture: the provision of 
~ualit&tive haying forec~sts. The project is purely experinental cnd 
\'rill involve the cooperative efforts of the Farn Broadcast staff, the 
Feeleral Experii:lental FarDs, the Provincial Illustration Stations and, 
perhaps, interesteel. individual farr.1ers. It nay not be particularly 
successful in its exploratory stago but at least it should further 
solielify our improving rclntions with tho public by clononstratil1{; that 
we J ro a'J,ake to practical probler.1s anel that we I re trying to do our level 
best to help solve thon. 

CLDJ!ATOLOG I CAL SERVIOES 

As I said earlier wefre known noro widoly for our forecast 
program than for ru1Y other activity or, for that natter, for all other 
acti vi ties conbinod. Perh.. .. ps I I vo spont too nuch tine cliscussinG fore
cast services. For there aro certainly others which nrc of vital inpor
tonco to r.1nny inclustrics ancl individuals. flj:.l0ng thon our clinatoloGicnJ. 
sorvice r.1erits Sl)ecial attontion. .All our district offices now prepnro 
and elistribute a nonthly clifJ[\.toloi:~ical sULmary and most of then supple
nent this by o..n annual sUI.mary. Those o..re of great assistnnce to a. 
lonG list of subscribers. I hnvo only two sugl:;ostions to offer in 
cOlmectioll with those sUI.lmv..ries. First, I subnit thnt they shoulel be 
in tho ;xdl each f.lOnth no lntor thnn the fifth of tho nonth. prefernbly 
earlier. It tnkos only a I.1i ni nULl organization anel planning to aelhere to 
this schedule. Socond, tho sUI.1L1c..rios shoulel bo prepared by nany more 
stntiolls thnn is now the case, at least by the Dependent Forecast Offices 
ane1 tho Aviation Forecnst Offices [mel possibly oven 'by observinG sto..tions 
nonned exclusively by Metooroloc;icnl Division staff. If the donkey work 
of stencilling cannot bo carriod out nt the individual units possibly it 
ca.n be arranged toot tho elistrict officos tY1)O, cluplicnto 11.ncl r:ll1il the 
sULuJaries. In every case, however, it is inperative that the clata De 
uncle availablo to the sUDscri bors as oarly as possible anei. on a.pproxi
l:latoly the sane elate each nonth. Subconsciously this vlill inevitably 
ovoke in the subscriber IS 1:1inc1 tho realization that wo have an officient 
or(:;anization, a tri but 0 which \10 well can afford to fostor sinco \.,e 
e1eserve i t1 

If I nay continuo in this vein for a tlODont, I'd like to 
llentiol1 that vIe receivo a largo V01Ul:1e of r oquosts for specific weather 
inforr.1v..tion froD lmryers, fron snlvago cOL1panios, froD construction 
firl'.1s, fron civic and provincial departnonts, fron a hundrod ancl one 
organizations. In nost Cnsos this inforD11.tion is re~uired rapidly; 
in Lln.:ny cases the cliont is not sure just what ho does neoc1. 
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In every case we should make sure thnt the require~cnt is thoroughly 
nl1d cOl1pletoly fulfilled, and without clelo.y. I know fron oxperienco 
that one of our most effective neans for securing goodwill is to 
answer today a letter l .... ri tten yesterclay so thnt the client nay receive 
his reply tonorrow. This is especially true where the query requires 
an answer containing a considerable quantity of Qaterial, perhaps with 
conparisons either of other localities or of remote tines. Very often 
the reply will give the appearanco of havinG required extensive research 
even though it l~s actually involved only reference to records which you 
have rendily available. So much tho better; vw don't hr.vo to let the 
cliont in on all of our trade secretsl Carefully prepared local climato
logical data, together with n thorough knowledGe of where to find per
tinent records in the publicntions issued by Headquarters, available 
within armlt raoch, will in the lone run payoff handsomely on the 
time ru1d effort spent in putting tho records into convenient form. 
This is oqually true in replies to tolephonic requosts. Besides provid
ing an excellent service, thero is n rewarding feelinG of satisfaction 
on our own pnrt when we can supply in n minute information \V'hich our 
cnllor foars mny take him several dnys to secure. 

Incidentally, speaking of telephone contacts, they are our 
raost usual modiUr.l of diroct association \1ith tho public and wo should 
naintain a uniformly high standard of courtesy nnd efficiency. Itt. 
a relatively easy raattor to iupross this fact uI)on staff Denbers and 
the results are gratifying. In the Halifax offico I've received both 
verbal and written conplinents in connection with the courteous and 
able Banner in which all echelons of porsonnel have officiontly pro
vided requested inforr.1[l.tion. Now, I donI t hoodwink nysclf; I roalize 
full woll tl.at thero is a fnir nUIJber of cnses in which our forecast 
inforuation is unavoidably inaccurate; nevertheless lIn confident 
thc'l.t gracious clircct cor,munication with the pU1Jlic goes far towards 
over coning prejudices which raiGht otherwise reO-eh UGly prol)oriiions 
and I cOf:lf.lOnd a policy of consciously sottinG out to inpress each 
caller with tho thought that our Division exists to serve hin~ ••• 
aL~ost to the point where he feols that welro devoted to serving 
only hin. I grnnt thnt this results in a nodic'Ur.1 of wasted tino with 
the occasional crackpot, but evon they can bo oased nvmy without unduly 
strainod relations. 
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PUBLIO B1lL.ATIONS 

All of which leads me fairly naturally into the third 
main section of this paper. The public weather sphere of action is 
inextricably linked with a public relations program. Over the years 
the weatherman bas come to be an object of, shall I S~t derision. 
Perhaps that term is a little bit harsh, but it's not far from the 
mark. Today we've the means to combat that attitude and we must not 
let slip any opportunity to present ourselves in a much more favour
able light. For reasons already outlined it's not politic for us to 
maintain a lofty attitude of reserved detaChment in the expectation 
that our product will speak for itself by its self-evident superior 
quality. This is an age of hucksters and we shall do ourselves no 
good by running counter to the trend. 

On our roster of personnel we've any number of individuals 
who have the ability and the training to prepare and present informa
tiTe and educational papers and talks. We are favoured with a univer
sally popular topic; this asset must be exploited. 

Perhaps among some of us there's the feeling that we're 
lowering ourselves, that welre prostituting science by speaking the 
common language. I can't agree with that vi~oint. Many weather 
factors, some simple, BOIDe still so complex that we ourselves are 
far from understanding them, are discussed between citizen and citizen 
and much misinformation is thus passed along by word of mouth and 
even in popular publications. It's far better for us to present a 
a truth in sugar-coating than to permit untruths to continue to be 
propogated unchallenged. 

As you all know service olubs, home and school associations, 
church groups, mens' and womens' groups, etc •• etc., are forever des
perately looking for speakers. Make yourselves available to them and 
get out and address them. Your influenoo OM bo much greater than you 
would suspect; for as one of the Halifax forecasters has said in 
another connection, if you know 10 people well enough to pass the time 
of day with them and to comment casually on the current state of the 
weather. it's highly probable that each of those 10 knows at least 10 
other mutually exclusive people, and each of those in turn knows 10 
others, and so ani as the weatherman you're at least a minor type of 
celebrity and your opinions are repeated; thus it doesn't take long 
before the utterance of a weatherman to a small group is spread far and 
wide thro~ much of the total population. And although it may be thought 
that only unfavourable comments travel rapidly, lim oertain that favour
able ones move almost as quickly and you can soon develop a loyal band 
of defenders of the meteorolog1~ faith. 
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Then, too, articles can be written for various types of 
periodicals. These can be a fruitful source of good public relations. 
Even the few minutes required to dash off a press release on an unusual 
weather situation are well spent when you consider the number of indi
viduals who thus have the weather office brought to their attention 
as a source of interesting factual news. 

As for the medium of radio I feel that I'm qualified to 
report that it oan turn us into real living personalities in our 
communities. The work involved in preparing talks for radio broadcasts 
is oertainly justified when it results in your being immediately recog
nized as a respeoted and valued member of your district when you walk 
into any hamlet. town or oity in your district and announce, by way 
of introduction.: nllm your weatherman". With the advent of tele
vision I'm confident that we shall have an even more fruitful field 
of public relations thrown open to us and we should exploit it to the 
utmost. 

QQNCLUSION 

In summary, then, those of us in the public weather field 
should al~s keep in mind that we're working in the public service 
and that welre fulfilling our duties and responsibilities only when we 
provide the citizens of Canada, within the natural limitations of our 
immature scienoe, with the weather servioe which they require and demand. 



Tmn ROLE OF TlDll HAMILTON IlEA'rHER OFFICE 

D.G. McCormick 

:Before the end of the i1ar, there had been a certain amount 
of agitation for a special weather office in Hamilton. Several strong 
requests were forwarded not only to Met. Headquarters, but direct to 
Ottawa. The requests were presented by several of the Grower1s organi
zations, and particularly by the Hamilton Spectator. After 1945, the 
requests became a bit louder and more frequent. As a result, the estab
lishment of a ~ieather Office in Hamil ton was authorized in 1948. Owing 
to staff shortage, it was not until January 1 of 1951 that a meteoro
logist was available for the position. 

Hamilton with a population of 258,000 lies within the heart 
of the Niagara Peninsula, which is one of the most intensive fruit 
growing districts in Canada. Its reputation as an industrial city is 
well known. This environment provides a perfect potential market for 
practical meteorology. 

This was a new venture for the Canadian Meteorological 
Service. There were no precedents to follow, and the future of the 
office was to s~ the least "obscure ll • It was an interesting threshold 
to be on, and certainly one that presented a challenge. Now that the 
office has been open for 16 months, the challenge is bigger than ever; 
the future is perhaps a bit less 1I(;;'scure ll • Judging from what I read 
in the Presidential address to the Royal Met. Society of three months 
ago, the Hamilton Weather Office has had a most successful year. I 
feel, at least, that the door has been opened sufficiently to let us 
see some of the merits of personalized weather service. 

This type of weather office is, without a doubt, the most 
dependent forecast office in the service. Any forecast issued is only 
as good as the forecast which is received from the parent DPWO. Much 
credit 1s due to Mr. Turnbull and the staff of the Malton office for 
their whole hearted co-operation during the year. I appreciate, in 
particular, the assistance which has been given by Mr. Turnbull and 
V~. MCLeod, and other members of the ~ staff. It seemed that every 
month, there was new ground to be broken. These two men in particular, 
listened with great patience to my problems. Their advice and assis
tance has been invaluable. 

If the DPWO s~s "Rain tomorrow afternoon, II that is my fore
cast. If it rains, the people of Hamilton think that I am a good meteo
rologist. If it doesn't, my stock falls proportionately. On occasions 
when the forecast has gone sour, experience has proven that you must 
have the explanation ready ••• and a good one. This is a situation where 
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"personalized service" puts you definitely on the spot. It is my 
feeling, however, that it ~s off. If the Press and Radio are told 
why the forecast went sour, the public are appeased to a certain extent, 
and are not so apt to cram it down your throat as a complete "bust 
forecast". 

In January of 1951, the type of programme was visualized in 
general outline only. As special requests arose, they were discussed 
with Headquarters and with Mr. Turnbull. Once the principle of the 
operation was approved, it was left with the Hamilton Office to look 
after the organization and the implementation of the particular service 
desired. 

PRESS AlI1D RADIO 

Relations with the Press have been excellent. The fact that 
there is only one major newspaper in Hamilton has simplified the situa
tion. The Hamilton Spectator is most weather conscious. This is indi
cated by the large number of items which they have carried during the 
past year. Altho'llgh they are not yet carrying a daily weather map. 
serious consideration is being given to it. 

Their standard of weather reporting has been extremely high. 
The number of "misquotes" which have occurred. is practically nil. In 
my opinion, this is due to the fortunate circumstance of having one 
meteorologist talk to one reporter. It is a case of "mutual benefit" to 
the newspaper and to the Weather Office, to have the facts reported ac
curately. It has paid dividends for both of us. 

~oth of the radio stations in Hamilton are privately owned. 
Needless to S~t they do not speak to each other. but they both are 
great friends of The Weatherman. They can't afford not to be. :Both 
are eager to carry any weather item. 

AGRI CULTURE 

The demand for special service to Agriculture has been large; 
to such an extent that I am convinced that the term "City Weather Office" 
is a misnomer. I would say that at least 75% of my time is taken up with 
work for agricultural interests. There is another reason, and a good one. 
for objection to the nomenclature "City Weather Office". The news editor 
of the Spectator summed it up neatly as follows: People think that you 
belong to "that Oity Hall gang". Their next question is "Who is McCor
mick? Is he an alderman who \'las defeated at the last election?" This 
is an example of public reaction, and I feel we would be wiser to use a 
term such as Hamilton Regional Office or perhaps simply Hamilton Weather 
Office. 
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A special Fruit-Spray Forecast is issued twice daily from 
April 1 to Sept 30 for 1'rui'li Growers in the Hamilton-Niagara District. 
The value of an accurate forecast in spr~ing operations is well known, 
as are also the problems of providing the desired type of forecast. 
Growers are vitally concerned with the frequency and the duration of 
IIwett1ng periods". This includes rain, sh01'1ers~ fog, drizzle and dew. 
It is during such periods ~hat scab infections take place. The tempera
ture is also import~~t since k~e time necessary for infection varies 
inversely in proportion to the mean temperature. Wind directions. too, 
are extremely important in assisting the grower in planning his spravring 
operations. 

There is an inte:t!sivl;') vegetable growing area just east of 
Hamilton on the north shore of Lake Ontario. These growers are particu
larly interested in weather canclitions for the transplanting of young 
plants from green houses or cold frames to the field. A forecast of 
screen minimum temperat-ures is nr,.;,; adequate for their requirements. since 
temperatures at 2-}' above tho ground, could well be 5-10 degrees colder. 
An attempt is therefore ml3.d.e to forecast lIgrass minimum temperature" 
for three stations th~ .. oughout th:1 s area. 

Three grO\,TOr;.; in ·,b,n clizt:rict \'1ere enrolled as coluntary 
observers, and provided with gr~ss min. thermometers, along with regular 
Max and Min thermometers end a rain eaugo. During the frost season. 
spring and fall, reports from these three stations are phoned daily to 
the Hamil ton officeo They are, of courEle, vi tal in preparing the fore
cast for the coming nigl:\te 

On August 24, a req~est was received from tobacco growers 
in the Tillsonburg area for a FrosG Ji'orecast to commence immediately, 
if not sooner. Furth0..rmcr '')t they wanted. it disseminated in such a. 
manner as to be available to evo:7 grower in that district. The growing 
of tobacco is a $60,000,000 business to the growers in that district. 
It is even a bigger business to v.~. Douglas Abbott. since the excise 
tax from tobacco brings a reve:c.ue of $225,000,000 per annum. 

The justification for such a s?ocial frost forecast depends 
of course on what protecti~.'e aciiion the gro",er can take, if frost is 
forecast. :By re-allocat!ng their staff, and concentrating all available 
manpower to cutting of t0bacco, each grower can harvest an additional 
$1,000 worth of leaves~ given 12 to le hours notice of a killing frost. 
With 4,000 growers 1.n the ctistric 't, tho potential saving in one night 
could be $4,000,000 0 
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There are three climatological stations in this area of 
650 square miles. Repor.ts are phoned to Hamilton each morning, before 
0600 hours in order that the forecast OM bo propa.;rad and oarriad on 
the 0700 ololock news broadoast. The foreoast is carried twice daily 
by six radio stations in order to reach every grower. 

We had a reasonably suocessful season last year. The only 
serious frost occurred on the night of September 7, . when the temperature 
fell to 36 at Delhi and 34 at Simcoe. Heavy losses were reported south 
of that district, amounting to $1,5000,000 worth of tobacco, according 
to an Imperial Tobacco survey. 

Arrangements are now being made for g additional voluntary 
observers in this important area. With the aid of these reports, it 
will be possible to provide a much more detailed Frost Forecast. The 
accuracy will depend upon the regional forecast issued by Malton and 
on 'I1J:f knowledge of local condi tions • 

AGRICULWRAL NE;mR0LOGY 

I would like to quote a paragraph from Mr. Lawrence Drakes1s 
address to the American Meteorological Society, September 1947: 

"There has never been ~ question about the overwhelming importance 
of meteorological and climatological information to successful farming. 
Nevertheless, in the critical meteorological area which makes, and will 
continue to make, the difference between empirical farming and scientific 
farming, the meteorologist, to this day, is still largely content with 
playing the role of Town Crier, with modern sound effects. And yet we 
all know that we cannot hope to have a scientific agriculture without 
a highly developed and sucoessfully applied agricultural meteorology 
and climatology. Meteorology has shown no strong tendency in that direc
tion. It would be very unrealistic for the profession, faoing this gap, 
to take the view thit what is involved is a simple evolutionary problem, 
certain to take oare of itself in the course of time." 

In his most excellent Presidential address, Mr. F.W. Benum 
quoted Sir Robert Watson Watt as follows: "The aviators are to be oon
gratulated on their persistence and their success in obtaining these 
facilities; the non-aviators are to be condemned rather than commisera
ted with on having been less successful because less demanding." 

Far be it from me to quarrel with two such authorities, but 
I do feel that an examina.tion of the facts, on behalf of the farmer, will 
present a different light on the above quotation. Meteorology is vital 
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to aviation; we all claim that it is vital to agriculture. In the 
former case, much time and energy is devoted to the special needs of 
one group; let us not forget that these demands have been presented 
b~ the Airlines and by National Defence. Their representatives are 
given thorough training courses not only in the application of meteo
rology to flying, but in the theory of Met., which gives them a better 
understanding of the limitations of the scienoe. 

What about the farmer and his needs for special weather 
service? Who is to present his demands, and apply the pressure which 
is required? As an individual he hasn't a ahance. Farm organizations 
could make themselves heard, if they knew what was available. ~ut the 
Weatherman is 100 miles, and perhaps 500 miles, distant; he knows little 
of their particular problems. Agricultural representatives could lead 
the w~; the~, however, are given but a smattering of weather and clim~ 
ate in their college courses. If weather is so vital to agriculture, 
they should have at least as much training in meteorology and clima
tology as the airline dispatcher has. 

1 do not agree that the non-aviators should be condemned 
for being less successful because less demanding. The circumstances are 
entire~ different and do not form a fair basis for comparison. It is 
as if one compares the demands of a large chain store, baving br~ches 
in every major city, with those of a merchant in a small village, co 
represents thousands of similar merchants across Oa.n.ada. 

The establisbment of an office in Hamilton has at least 
placed a meteorologist within reach of the farmers in that Distriot. 
He ls, according1~. in a position. to learn more ~bout their activities 
and to apply the knowledge of the science to their problems. 

INDUS'l:RIAL M!!lTJlOROLQGY 

The demands for service to industr~ in Hamilton have not 
been great, but they are increasing. The Steel Oompa.n~ of Oanada. bas, 
for example, received a special forecast for the past two winters. 
They are vi tally concerned with a snowfall of 5 inches or more '. !heir 
operation is a continuous one, and is dependent upon the continual 
maintenance of approximately 25 miles of railway lines within their 
;yard. When a snowfall of 5" or more is predicted, they will keep as 
IDa.ny as 30-35 men on duty in order to assure that the vital lines and 
switches are kept open. 

Oontractors are making extensive use of the forecast service 
available. Other industries such as Domi ni on Foundries, 0.1.1.., Westing-" 
house and Firestone have requested advice from time to time. 
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There is a great need in this field for educational 
work. It is true that the business man or industrialist is generally 
quite ignorant of the potentialities and limitations of meteorology. 
At the same time, we must admit that as meteorologist, we are equally 
ignorant of the weather losses which are experienced in business and 
industry. The business man is inclined to think that the only way we 
can assist him is by providing a 5 or 10 day forecast. In his paper 
to the A.M.S., Mr. Drake says: IIThere are 1001 ways in which meteorology 
can be applied to Business without involving forecasting". If one of 
these can be utilized by a business man, he becomes. in effect, one of 
our salesmen. 

If we are to sell industrial meteorology, we must let 
the potential consumers know what can be and is being done. Unless we 
take the initiative and gp to them, progress in this field, will be 
just as slow as it has been in the past. 

CONCLUSION 

If it is our wish to promote the practical application 
of meteorology end climatology to agriculture, to industry, and for the 
general public, those engaged j.n promoting or tlselling" must first of 
all have ' the material available for deliver. The following is considered 
essential: 

1. A good library. Knowledge of what has been, and is being done 
in our Service and in other Servic.es throughout the i1orld. 
Examples: Geiger: Climate Near the Ground; Drake: Paper on 
Industrial Meteorology; Jacobs: Monograph on Wartime Develop
ments in Applied Climatology. 

2. Propaganda. Special pamphlets, designed specifically to meet 
the needs of potential consumers. 

3. Visual Aids. for Public Educational Work: Films, Slides, etc. 

4. Delivery of the product to be sold. If the value of the commodity 
you are selling is known, and your competition is ni~, you can sit 
in your office and the customer will come to you as had been the 
case in Aviation Meteorology. The value of the commodity we wish 
to sell is not known to the consumer; that is our first problem. 

These are . the opinions, based on one year1s experience 
in a City "leather Office. There is, without a doubt, a need for other 
offices of this type in many other cities. Already a number of petitions 
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have been submitted from the London District for the establishment 
of a similar office there. 

In the past year, the programme of the Hamilton office 
has grown steadily in response to the need for service. The aim has 
been to pass on to the consumer the maximum amount of weather knowledge 
applicable to his business. Unless this is done, the gap between what 
is known and what is done in meteorology will increase. 



THE PID3LIC WEAXBER SERVICE OF CANADA 

LT. McLeod 

One hundred years ago, weather observing in Canada was in 
its infancy. Observations were made every two hours at the main camp, 
a 17 by 22 foot log cabin on the University of Toronto campus, and at 
seven guard-houses elsewhere, as often as persuasion by Lieut. Lefrory 
and local drunkenness would allow. 

Fifty years later in 1902 there were 338 observing stations, 
mostly voluntary, and two forecast offices at Toronto and Victoria. 
Twice daily, the g a.m, and 8 p.m. observations were telegraphed 
from 32 stations, and these, together with 54 from the United states, 
provided what was termed a very comprehensive chart for forecast pur
poses. 

Today there are 1,294 observing stations, of which 244 are 
regular synoptic reporting stations; there are 41 forecast offices, 
and over 22,000 miles of leased teletype lines. 

Meteorological progress in Canada has accelerated rapidly 
in the last century, and particularly in the last few decades. For 
several thousand years man has been conscious of the weather, but only 
in the last hundred does it seem that science has really begun to probe 
into Nature's secrets. 

It is not easy to estimate \l1hen man first began to study 
olimate and weather. Probably it started with the regular July flood
ing of the Nile, which became the first climatological statistic, and 
whioh in turn fostered the science of astronomy, so that the flood
time could be anticipated and irrigation regulated. Elsewhere, the 
Euphrates of :Babylon and the Hwang-Ho of China. attracted the nomadic 
tribes, who lived on flesh and raw fruits and vegetables, into a more 
settled food-producing community. Soon the select learned priesthood, 
with its magic, its secrets and its knowledge, cast a cloak of astro
logy over the basic sciences of astronomy, meteorology and medicine. 
It's been a slow, painstaking task to clear away the mysticism so 
closely associated "'lith these three sciences; and meteorology seems to 
have resisted exposure the most of the three. Weather Lore, which 
grew up in the nature studies of the farmer, the fisherman and the shep
herd. was destined to lead an harassed life. 

It is perhaps unfortunate that the mysteries of Nature are 
expounded, and theories fashioned, when knowledge and data are meagre. 
Such attempts to explain phenomena should not be critioized, for these 
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efforts, together "lith repeated corrections wi th the growth of know
ledge. mark the normal course of all progress. Unfortunately, later 
modifications rob the original theories of all their pleasing simplicity. 
Resentment of change, plus an innate conservatism that accepts the oft
repeated statement as truth, preserve lame theories and mistaken reason
ing for correction by future generations. 

Aristotle, the undisputed weather authority for two thousand 
years, prevented meteorological progress. Visual observations alone 
were the basis for all 'lrleather kno'wledge until the invention. in the 
16th century, of the barometer by Torricelli, and the development of 
the thermometer and windvane. ~1ha.t a triumph it must have been for 
Otto Von Guericke when he demonstrated before the Emperor in Germany 
the magic of the m10 evaquated hemispheres. The hollow halves of a 
two-foot copper hemisphere were placed together, then the air pumped 
out and eight horses hitched to each cup. The 16 horses failed to pull 
them apart.--That was headline scientific news for an astonished audience, 
nation and civilization. 

And so we passed from the purely visual to the instrumental 
observing era.-- and later in lB44, because of Morse and his magic tele
graPh key -- to networks of weather stations and the first warnings of 
approaching storms. 

But man is a traditionalist, and no one more so than the 
farmer, who, by the very nature of his occupation, must wait and watch 
the slow unfolding of his seeds and harvest. His occupation is the 
oldest kno'lrm to civilization, perhaps resuiting in his apparently 
reserved individualism and cool attitude to the advance of the SCiences, 
as they outline his dependence on new theories. But it is certain that 
in the coming years the greatest advance of all will, and must, come 
when agriculture is tied in with the new weather knowledge and learns 
the advantages of applied meteorology. 

It is widely recognized that great strides have been made in 
meteorology because of the demands of the aviators. Net'/' instruments and 
new techniques are constantly being designed to meet the ever-changing 
needs of this fast growing and demanding infant. Perhaps it's become 
an adult for commercial aviation is now less demanding. There are indi
cations that the growing-pains stage is pretty well over, that procedures 
have steadied down, and that more of our attention should now be directed 
to the other members of our nation's economic family. Certainly it is 
true that aviation has been the squeaky wheel that's been demanding and 
getting an out-of-proportion share of our attention and of the meteoro
logical tax dollar. 
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The farmer, the architect, the manufacturer and the artisan 
deserve, and can all be provided with. just as efficient a weather 
service. Three processes must be studied, and suitable procedures 
fashioned and followed. First, it is a fundamental necessity that 
forecasters be equally as familiar with the special needs of these 
other professions. and be willing and able to apply the same intelli
gent cooperation and understanding as they do to flying problems; 
second, on their part, the citizens, or consumers of our public fore
casts and advice, should acquire a knowledge of modern meteorology, 
similar in standard to that of a member of an aircrew. Thirdly, we 
must find the best means of getting scientific weather knowledge and 
the citizen together so that maximum benefit ma~ result. 

!hese three concepts or processes are far from realization. 
It is safe to Sa¥ that our potential economic value to Canada will 
depend, in large measure, on our ability to meet the challenge before 
us and bridge the widening gap between the science and the citizen. 
I say "widening" because, while industry and private enterprise forge 
ahead, expanding and modernizing themselves, we are not making ami. 

equivalent advance in the prOVision of increased weather service to 
meet their basic and Changing needs. Far from it, welre falling 
farther behind. 

One is inclined to wonder if the onus is on the meteorolo
gist and the organization to foster the ideas and fashion the bridge 
to span that gap. Yet, in aviation, the onus for providing the neces
sary instruction has fallen on the weathermBn and the weather service. 

Since these processes are fundamental problems facing our 
public weather service, let us see what could be done to effect IDAXi
mum progress with the available resources. 

First, let us study our citizen. He is in general confused 
over many aspects of weather science. The reputation of the BOience 
suffers time and again as its imperfections come to light through the 
shortcomings of the forecast. He has inherited bits and pieces of 
folk lore, many of which he clings to doggedly, for want of a provable 
theory and explanation he can understand. 

Our citizen is often virgin soil, weedy and seedy, but 
usually willing. He needs education. He needs to be cultivated. and 
reseeded with correct basic weather concepts, and weeded, gently and 
gradually, of misinformation. More people should know more about the 
scientific basis of meteorology. Our most fruitful results will show 
in education in the sChools, in the development of the first thinking 
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as the right thinking. This means an increasing tempo of publications, 
visual aids, films, film strips and slides. The recent contract as
signed to the National Film Board for a film strip on weather maps for 
schools is now in the planning stage. It's a small start, but none the 
less an extremely important forward step in school weather education. 
All too few teachers are capable of teaching weather; reference mate
rial is scant or nonexistent in most Canadian schools. The hurried 
revamping to Canadian style of the weather sections of U.S. science 
reference texts in the past year is very real evidence of the awakening 
of provincial Boards of Education to the need for more reference material 
on weather. 

~alks to clubs, to school classes, to church groups, to 
scout groups and air cadets, and even to the neighbour over the back 
fence, all help. The wi9,er approaches, through the radio talk, the 
daily newspaper weather map, the articles in the preSSt in the popular 
and industrial magazines, are powerful influences on public thinking, 
opinion and education. 

Every such contact helps to span the gap between the science 
and the public, and will assist in bringing about the smooth flow and 
interchange of problems on which meteorology will thrive. 

The progressive and practical approach of the British Meteo
rological Service through its hourly Airmet broadcast, was a crowning 
achievement. By providing the forecasts, the warnings and the actual 
raw data, the interest of the listener was caught, and personal con
tact with meteorology was established. Individuals were encouraged 
to -- and in large numbers actually did -- plot their own personal 
maps, learned to follow the weather and quibble with the reasoning of 
the official met. man. Sir Robert "latson-~latt gave a touching epilogue 
to the death of Ai~met in his presidential speech, which might be re
named -The Lost Ero!l.dcast -- a "leatherman's Lamentll. 

Great progress in educating the public will be made in the 
next few years. We are on the threshold of an era of unfolding weather 
knowledge. 

Some of our industries are aware of the advantages that may 
result when weather services are realised and applied. The Davis Rafts, 
with their millions of board feet of lumber, are sent on their perilous 
trips over open water when the Vancouver DPWO gives the green light. 
All acrose the prairies, oil companies, grain elevators and ranchers 
are awakening to the economic pay-off in savings when current tempera
tures, forecasts and warnings are put to work. 
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storms on the Great Lakes _. the seaman's peril - are 
well nigh beaten. ~he no-sbip~or-sailor loss in the great storm of 
November 1950 was drama,tic evidence ,.,hen stacked against the near
identical Novc~ber 11th storm of 1913 that took a toll of 11 ships 
down and 244 lives lost. In the Maritimes, thousands of dollars are 
won on a spraying forecast. Profit or loss means placing your bet on 
the weather service; and it's paying off handsomely. 

And more uses are to come, many of which will surprise us. 
Two hundred thousand acres of New Brunswick forest are to be spr~ed 
for treatment of the spruce-,budworm in a single month this summer. 
Canadian pilots are to be t~ained and used, if possible, but there 
are less than twenty trained in the technique. According to Charles 
F. Horne, Administrator Qf U.S. Civil Aeronautics, agricultural flying 
is one of the biggest potential aviation activities in sight tod8¥. 
Five thousand plan,es were employed solely for agricultural purposes 
in 1951 in the United States. One million acres in Texas alone were 
spr~ed with Chemicals to loll sagebrush and mesquite. 6,400 pilots 
are active in dusting and Gpraying, almost equal to the total airline 
pilot figure of 7,300. T~e techniques of spraying and dusting re
quire very critical conditionG of wind and weather. 

Two million daffodils were shipped by air from Victoria 
to Toronto for the Easter ,,;eekc~!d,. Growers received weather advice 
hourly from our Victoria office. as the critical harvesting time 
drew near. 

The DPWO and the meteorologist have a vital role to p18¥, 
and a very real responsibility t0wards the preservation of the indi
vidual, industrial and national economy of Canada. As Rube Hornstein 
has so aptly outlined, there are endless opportunities for a broadening 
of our impact on production and fo~ the protection of our national 
resources. 

The nearly new fi elds no,", being explored by our specialists 
in forestry, agriculture, smoke pollution, cloud physics and other 
fields, can and will each play an important part. They are main girders 
of our bridge that can link us with the problems, the secrets and sci
ences of the industries, 8nd point the way to improved weather service. 
They will tie their findings in wj, th the DPWO through reports and re
commendations, and make a further very real contribution by preparation 
of simplified interesting weather publications for industry 1nself. 
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The extensive rainmaking project in operation last summer 
over the st. John and Shawinigan watersheds using the latest silver 
iodide generators, emphasises industry1s keen interest in matters 
meteorological and a readiness to put large funds into the game. 

But, you may say, we are now overworked, understaffed, and 
hampered by inadequate facilities, and insufficient research. Our 
ability to provide the services depends on the employee and the organi
zation. It depends on our individual outlook, the impact on the public 
of each forecaster, and on our capacity for adjustment to meet the 
changes and expansion in our weather service. It is in our own hands 
to develop with the changing trends. Unfortunately, our capacity to 
expand is an indeterminate variable -- now in our grasp, now floating 
elusively awa;y just out of reach. It may even prove productive to 
explore the possibility that our contact with, and dependenoe on, the 
selective trend of thinking of the Air Services Branch. has served its 
purpose. Our future growth could well be far more industrial than 
aeronautical. A benevolent. understanding and cooperative link with 
the government proper is essential if the Metoorological Division is 
to serve Canada. to advantage. 

1 mentioned earlier the widening gulf between meteorologioal 
science and the citizen. I like to keep in mind the balance between 
our weather observation input and our forecast output, and the adequacy 
of each. Hundreds of synoptic stations report precisely on local weather. 
The detedl of each report serves its purpose by blending into the broad
scale picture of the averaged weather, which in turn leads to the pub
lic forecast, extended over space and time. These regional forecasts 
give back to the localities of our observers weather forecasts smoothed 
out over hundreds of square miles. The vital link now much needed is 
the further breakdown of the regional forecast, the application of the 
local phenomenon and topography factors, that will put meteorology on 
its feet for the individual, make it a recognized science and a local 
and national asset. 

There are two ways in which we can give this extra local 
detail and colour to the forecasts: 

First, the small dependent weather offices, in cities, in 
industrial areas, in whatever areas and walks of life they can best 
serve the economy of our country. Our start at Hamilton and Victoria 
shows what can be done. And they are still organizing. When they 
really get rolling, as Don McCormick has so aptly suggested, such offices 
will be powerful links in our service to the public. 
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Secondly, a great deal of specialized education must be 
directed at the individual citizen to bring to his attention the 
features of what we call 'local weather'. He must be made as fully 
aware as possible of the effects of open water, of hills, of the real 
story of the birth, life and death of the diurnal shower oloud. Of 
these two approaches to better service, the first, the smaller special
ized weather office, is temporarily out of stock, but the demand is 
heavy, and it is my hope that they will be functioning in places of 
greatest effectiveness as soon and as fast, as the funds can be found. 

There is a third minor link of service to the public, not 
at present operating in Canada, but popular in the United States and 
undoubtedly due in Canada at some time in the not too distant future. 
I mean the industrial meteorologi st, specializing in the problems of 
the particular industry that employs him. ~lhen the Public Weather 
Service cannot meet the demands of industry, the industrial forecaster 
will follow in due course, and will serve his purpose. 

Higher speed teletype, the CAD and Fax will all bring 
changes in our present procedures. \1e must follo\,1 them carefully, 
adjusting to their possibilities, getting the most from them, while 
avoiding that feeling of being smothered with new developments. 

Looking ahead, one visualizes many developments in the 
science of weather and its applications. I sincerely hope that within 
a few years we will be using specially designed radar sets at many 
offices. They can be particularly useful at our forecast offices. 
I hope to see their real value recognized and a suitable priority 
assigned. 

In a fe\'l years the aerocar will be popular, and the ·suburb
ani te will fly acros s country on air highways. with aerial traffi c 
cops and perhaps stop lights and hand signals. Weather for the air 
commuter will be more important than icing to the aviator, or slippery 
pavement to the motorist of tod~. In the future, a local ground net 
of special air substations may well probe the atmosphere and provide 
an almost instantaneous record of the conditions aloft. With this net 
of surface and upper air observations and our new oomplioated computing 
machines, the time ~dll come when we can give a sure-fire, short-range 
forecast so essential for open-air entertainment and the like. 

Our control of clim~te and weather is growing daily. We 
have passed from the cave dweller to coal heating stage, to smoke pots 
for frost. to windbreaks, air conditiQning, to the present Russian 
projeot of reforestation of 2 million square miles and creation of a 
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lake equal in area to the Caspian Sea, on to the glossy tales of new 
developments with large-scale raiDmaking. and control of the weather 
by atomic anergy. 

~e recognized demand for weather control on a large scale 
will ensure experiment and research that ~ yield startling develop
ments in the next few years. 

Remarkable progress has been made since the first public 
forecast was issued in Canada just 75 years 880. I hope weill all 
live to appreciate and experience the advances in meteorological 
science and its application, which will creep steadily in on us, and 
which we will have a part in fashion1D.g in the last half of the 
Twentieth OenturY'_ 




